(Richter and Theurkauf, 2001). A protein called maskin
this interaction has been elegantly demonstrated using is tethered to the 3Ј UTR of the cyclin B mRNA through transgenic animals in which MSY4 expression was exthe cytoplasmic polyadenylation element binding protended in late-stage spermatogenesis via the use of a tein (CPEB), which interacts with the cis-acting CPE protamine promoter to drive MSY4 expression (Giorgini found in some 3Ј UTRs. Maskin also acts as a 4EBP by et al., 2002). These animals repress mRNAs harboring binding eIF4E and precluding its interaction with eIF4G, YRS elements, show disrupted sperm development, and thereby blocking access of the 40S ribosomal subunit to are sterile. Six different sperm mRNAs were assessed the m 7 G-cap. The interaction between eIF4E and maskin and all were translationally repressed except one, which appears to be regulated by the polyadenylation state of lacks a YRS element. the cyclin B mRNA during the cell cycle. CPEB, once Judith Kimble (University of Wisconsin, USA) disphosphorylated by the kinase aurora at M phase, recussed the role of translational regulation in fate decicruits the polyadenylation machinery. This is followed sions controlling germline stem cells and differentiation by the binding of PABP to the newly elongated poly(A) as sperm/oocyte. In C. elegans, this regulation is meditail, the interaction of PABP with eIF4G, and the replaceated by an RNA regulatory network with FBF as a pivotal ment of the maskin:eIF4E inhibitory complex with the regulator (Zhang et al. Bassell labs, Albert Einstein College of Medicine, USA) NMDA receptor KO mice (e.g., reduced LTP and learnand coworkers, which were found to colocalize with ing). In addition, following up the observation that eIF4E mRNA complexes, RBPs (looking at ZBP1), and motor and mTOR are present in dendrites, Schuman has found proteins (kinesin). These investigators also reported the that rapamycin, which inhibits FRAP/mTOR activity and association of ZBP1 with microtubules and suggest that consequently cap-dependent translation, also inhibits ZBP1 may bind to 3Ј UTR elements to localize large the BDNF-dependent induction of LTP (Tang et In the future a challenge will be to put these two parameters together to understand the using both random libraries and transcribed RNAs, to identify RNA targets for the neurodegeneration antigen logic of regulation of RNA translation. and neuron-specific RNA binding protein Nova, and for
